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“toddler bonding”: Week 3
“Brain change: tots and tantrums”

Welcome (Headspace and Containment)

Invite parents/carers and toddlers to come 
and sit with you in a circle; name badges for 
parent/carer and toddler. Welcome everyone 
and thank them for coming.

Sing the hello song – everyday treasure.

Group agreement (Headspace and 
Containment)

Gentle reminder; is it working OK for us? 
Anything to add? 

Circle time (Headspace and 
Containment)

Repeat rhymes and songs; add new ones – 
ask the group for ones they remember from 
their childhood. Maybe one of  the group 
has rhymes and songs in another language. 
Perhaps this parent can teach us these 
and help us write them down – in normal 
script and, alongside, in phonetics to help 
pronunciation.

HINT: Model the rhyme very sensitively with your baby, asking 
her permission and responding to her wishes and preferences.

Breathing and regulation (Regulation and Relaxation)

Practise deep breathing together for a few minutes; try standing 
up with feet hip-width apart – feel grounded and centred. Use the 
stretchy ring – lift it up on the breath in, and bring it back down on 
the breath out.

Watching and wondering (Head, Heart and Hands)

Ask parents to offer their toddler a mini sensory shaker from the 
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YOU WILL NEED 

Name stickers/
pens
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Blu-Tack
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Rhyme words
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Mini sensory 
shakers

Stretchy ring

Brain quiz

Toddler’s brain 
handout

“Guessing is 
good” cards

Relaxation 
script
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bag (small recycled bottles filled with water and either glitter, rubber 
bands, paper clips, buttons or sequins – lids must be taped or glued 
on!) Parents take one too, but focus more on their toddler. Ask 
parents to watch their toddler very closely. Think about her – what 
is she thinking? Feel her feelings. If  toddlers invite their parent into 
their play, parents respond, being careful not to take over. Notice if  
you start thinking about other things!  

HINT: Quiet, calm music; model carefully with your own baby. Notice what is 
happening in the group and reflect gently. Give toddlers a voice too.

HINT: Can use alternative scaffolding for RF with the BMF technique.

Loving touch (Head, Heart and Hands)

Invite parents to ask their toddler for permission to try some loving 
toddler touch. Offer spare babies to parents whose toddlers are not 
interested at this time. Practise strokes and add new ones. 

HINT: Model carefully – music on in the background. 

A “gift” or “Bag of  Ideas”: sharing ideas and information 
with parents and carers (Developmental knowledge)

Share fun information with parents and carers about what is 
happening in their toddler’s brain and how that can make her 
seem “difficult”. Play the brain quiz and hand out the fun sheet 
for parents/carers (see online resources for video links, quiz and 
sample handouts).

Creative relaxation (Regulation and Relaxation)

Enjoy together.

HINT: Deliver script in a calm voice and at a gentle pace, with quiet music 
on. 

Try this at home (Head, Heart and Hands)

Ask parents to practise thinking about their toddler (heads) and 
really entering into their feelings with them (hearts), even if  those 
feelings are hard. Practise letting your toddler know that you know 
she is happy/frustrated/annoyed/tired, etc. – have a guess and let 
her know!
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Give out “Guessing is good” card – just the right size to stick on the 
fridge or keep in a purse or wallet.

Brief  recap of  the session and see you next time (Headspace 
and Containment)

A gentle recap of  what we have covered today and thank parents 
for coming and taking the time out of  their busy days. End with 
goodbyes and see you next week for session 4.


